
Get most stretch fun by pulling toy’s
hands and feet.
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IMPORTANT
Your stretch figure is tough, but his skin can be injured… so play 

with him according to instructions.

NOTE
Excessive abuse can hurt your stretch figure, and we reserve the 

right to refuse return of any toys subject to such abuse.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS.
Wipe surface with warm soapy water.

Not suitable for children under 36 months. Choking hazard 
(small parts). Please remove all packaging attachments 
before giving this product to a child. Please use discretion if 
making purchases for children younger than the age 
recommended on this package. Product specifications, 
colour and contents may vary from those illustrated.
IMPORTANT: Please retain packaging/instructions and 
purchase details for future reference as they contain 
important information. 

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD.

*STRETCH FIGURES
  SOLD SEPARATELY.

Item: SD Scoob! Mini Stretch Figures
Item Number: 07193
Age Grade: 5 Years Plus

CONTAINS: Filling is a non-toxic material – Food 
grade glucose syrup. Whilst safe it is not intended 
for human consumption.

up to 62cm/24 inches!





 

 

PLEASE NOTE:
Your STRETCH FIGURE may not appear full due

to settling during shipping.

This is normal. Simply pull it back into shape with a few stretches.  

IMPORTANT NOTE:WOW! IT’S 
S-T-R-E-T-C-H-Y!!

If your figure breaks and leaks onto clothing, upholstery or
carpeting, the non-toxic, food grade glucose solution filling can be 

removed by rubbing the area with a sponge and warm water.
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STRETCH FIGURE up to 62cm/24inches!

ALWAYS PLAY SAFELY!
YOUR STRETCH FIGURE IS NOT INDESTRUCTABLE!
Do not wrap or tie your figure around any person’s head, arm 
or leg.

Take care not to tie knots too tightly or knot individual limbs.

To stretch him, hold only his hands and feet.

DO NOT pull from shoulders and upper arms.

DO NOT puncture or bite - keep him away from sharp objects 
and pets.

DO NOT pull his head, if it comes off, warm the head in warm 
tap water for 5 minutes and then carefully pop back onto the 
neck, (Ask an adult for help).

DO NOT twist his legs or waist.

KEEP him away from intense heat.

DO NOT leave your stretch figure out in the sun.

WARNING - Avoid rubbing or scratching painted
decoration to keep your toy in good condition for longer.

Your stretch figure will break if you pull him too far.

Excessive stretching could result in damage to the toy.

FORGET THE COLD OR THE HEAT!
Your stretch figure doesn’t like extreme cold or hot conditions. 
Keep him at room temperature and he’ll be alright. Outside is 
okay, if the temperature is about 22°C (72°F) or above.

When your figure is cold, he is more difficult to stretch. As you 
hold him and stretch him carefully, he “warms up,” and will be 
easier to stretch. Alternatively, you can put him in a bowl of 
warm water to soften up.

Do not pull your figure too far, stretching him too far can break 
your toy. DO NOT OVER STRETCH!
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